Vendor Seminar Descriptions

Specialized RV Insurance: How to Properly Value Your Airstream
Josh Pagel

FCIS (Corporate Sponsor)
Your Airstream needs specialized RV insurance coverage. Discussion on how to properly value your Airstream
between replacement cost, agreed value, or actual cash value. Join us to be entered in a drawing for attendees to this
seminar.

Sky Med Takes You Home
William Klein
Bill (JJ) Johnjulio

Sky Med (Corporate Sponsor)
Learn about this emergency service provider. Drawing after presentation.

Damsel in Defense
Randi Smith

Learn how to protect you and your family through use of personal protection items.

Mary Kay & Fighting the Signs of Aging
Sondra Nelson

Mary Kay offers a line of unique products that help you have the healthiest and best-looking skin possible. This
seminar will include a full description of our anti-aging skin care products, both for your face and your body.
Information on how and when to use each product and the benefits you can expect. Questions are welcomed. Expect a
lively discussion. A door prize will be given at each seminar.

Miche Interchangeable Handbags
Helene Graham

Learn how to simplify your life and keep stylish with Miche Interchangeable Handbages. Four sizes available. Buy 2
shells and get a 20% discount on 2nd shell.

Rock Your RV with Pampered Chef
Linda Weikle

Learn to rock your RV cooking with Pampered Chef Rockcroks! Rockcroks save you space and time, and have
multiple cooking uses. Prepare meals and desserts in 30 minutes or less!

Time to Tailgate with Pampered Chef
Linda Weikle

Time for a tailgate party or a camp site meal? Grill inside or out! Keep your food chillin' for 4-6 hours. Tight on
storage space? Learn about products that save space.
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Convert Your Generator to Propane
Brian Canterbury with US Carburation

We teach you how to easily convert your generator into a trifle generator. After converting, your generator will be
able to run on propane, natural gas or gasoline! The installation is easy and can usually be done in about 30 minutes.
Give yourself the freedom to choose the fuel you want!

Application of Graphics Stickers

Billie & John Liparito with Simply Etched Stickers

This will be a hands on, step by step demonstration on how to apply a vinyl graphic sticker.

Electrical Safety and the Use of Electrical Management/Surge Protector
Greg Walker with Progressive Industries

Electrical Safety is one of the most important factors in keeping you and your BEAUTIFUL AIRSTREAM safe!
Low voltage can cause damage to your AC compressor, resulting in you having to buy another AC unit. High voltage
can also damage your appliances. A hot neutral can make the skin of your trailer hot. This seminar will discuss all the
aspects of electrical safety and the most effective way to know what is going on with the electricity going into your
Airstream.

Save Money With Proper Holding Tank Care
Marie Safford with All Pro Water Flow
John Hedges with All Pro Water Flow

Learn proper procedures for managing your holding tank to save you time and money.

Redox Signaling Molecules and Cellular Health
Tom Beasley, 2 Time Super Bowl Champion, Pittsburg Steelers
Dr. Kendall Wilson

Redox Signaling Molecules are essential to the health of every cell in the body. After age 30 our bodies do not
produce these molecules in sufficient quantities to maintain cellular health and we begin to age. A biological
replenishment is now available in liquid form that helps heal from the inside out and in a topical gel that heals from
the outside in.

Taking Care of Your Zip Dee Awning
Greg Blue

Learn how to operate and service your Zip Dee awning. You are encouraged to bring something to take notes and a
chair to sit on. Seminar will be held at the Airstream Dealer location.

What Is Auxiliary Braking & Why Do I Need It?
Josh Martinmaas with Blue Ox

Blue Ox gives an interactive seminar addressing what auxiliary braking is, and why you need one in your tow vehicle.
We will address different braking systems, safety issues, state towing requirements and how they affect you. You
will learn the "do's and don'ts" of caring for your auxiliary braking system, helpful hints, tips, and solutions to keeping
RVing safe and enjoyable.
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Create a Softer, Smoother, and Safer RVing Experience
Josh Martinmaas with Blue Ox

Blue Ox presents a seminar designed to educate consumers on weight distributing hitches, their features and
advantages over conventional hitches, and how using one can increase comfort, safety & stability resulting in a more
enjoyable RVing experience. Tips for towing and Q&A.

Kitchen Craft Cookware
Betty Hahn

Demonstration of healthy cooking techniques using Kitchen Craft Cookware. Food samples shared with attendees at
end of demo. All demonstrations will be held in the Kitchen Craft booth.

The Benefits of Exterior Shades and the Magne Shade System
Roger Hunckler

Magne Shade exterior shade protection is custom fabricated for motorhomes and RVs with a unique patented magnetic system for attachment.

Off-Air and Satellite TV Reception
Erik Guldager with Winegard

Covering the newest changes in both off-air and satellite TV products as well as an overview of upcoming changes.

Tire Safey and the Use of Tire Pressure Monitors

Steve Rosenthal with Truck Systems Technology/Tire Pressure Monitors

Tire Safety is the single most important factor in keeping your BEAUTIFUL AIRSTREAM BEAUTIFUL!
Damaged, worn, old and under inflated tires are the major causes of damage and injury to us as we travel. This
seminar will discuss all the aspects of tire safety and the most effective way to know what is going on with the tires
on your Airstream while you are underway. DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE YOURSELF THE
BEST ODDS OF ENJOYING THE JOURNEY.

RV Bathroom TLC

Paula Pacholke-Dumont with Thetford

Have you ever wondered how to choose the right holding tank deodorant for your RV toilet system? With so many
choices out there, how do you know what works and what is safe to use in your RV plumbing. For the past 50 years,
the lab at Thetford Corporation has developed holding tank deodorants that work in extreme weather conditions and
are environmentally friendly. Paula Pacholke-Dumont, Manager Chemical/Product Development at Thetford, will
discuss the basics of RV bathroom care and help you choose the right solutions for a worry (and smell) free RV
bathroom.
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